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Outline
● Wikipedia and Libraries?
● About the pilot project
● Our findings
● Strategic changes we made to improve 
delivery
● Tour the LMS
● Closing thoughts
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“Wikipedia is the best thing 
ever. Anyone in the world 
can write anything they 
want about any subject. So 
you know you are getting 
the best possible 




● It’s 2020! We can’t be Wikipedia snobs anymore. 
● “high quality information...suitable for undergraduate 
medical education.” (1)
● “Wikipedia suffers less from inaccuracies than 
omissions...they reflect the limited expertise and 
interests of contributors.” (2)
● Know any information experts?
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About the pilot project
Why Wikipedia?
What do libraries, medical education, and 
Wikipedia have to do with one another?
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Wikipedia in a medical school?
● Wikipedia is filling gaps with WikiProjects
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● Wikipedia promotes social justice and 
democratizing information
● Medical students with patient perspective 
leads to better doctors
● Working on Wikipedia articles increase the 
























on hold due to 
pandemic
Student Experience - training
Complete a series of training modules & 
exercises
● Wikipedia policies 
● Evaluating articles and sources
● Editing health topics
● Evaluating an article
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Student Experience - choosing a 
topic
Research course related topics to fill in content 
on Wikipedia articles needing improvement
● Complication (medicine)





Student experience - finding sources










● Tutorials = valuable lessons in digital and info 
lit
● Apply new skills by editing
● We have access to information to build 










I know how to determine the authority and 
credibility of sources.
N = 107 (2018 & 2019)
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I know how to synthesize information gathered 
from multiple sources.
N = 107 (2018 & 2019)
Overall change in structural 
completeness (2018)
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Improvements to course delivery
Engagement was lower in 2018 cohort.
Reviewed qualitative feedback from them and 
implemented the following changes:
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● Individual to group
● Shorter course time
● More face time
● Incentive = pizza party!
Overall change in structural 
completeness (2019)
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“I initially expected to contribute as minimally as possible to 
receive credit for participating in the project. I didn’t think I 
would make much of a difference particularly because I’ve 
seen many Wikipedia pages and they can be extremely 
extensive. As I saw the change in article completeness and 
the number of viewers change, it felt pretty cool to add 
more. At the same time I realized how difficult it is to 
actually improve an article to 100%. I didn’t expect much in 
the beginning but I wanted and expected more as it went 
on.
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● Had a team to help
○ WikiEdu
○ KJ & AJ
○ OME
● Shortened course time
● Added more in-person sessions
● Students edited in groups
● Incentives increased healthy competition
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Tips




● Look for articles interesting 
to your audience




● Like anything, our 
pilot project isn’t 
perfect. 





But it worked! 
● We saw positive 
changes in 
students evident 
in the changes 
they were able to 
make to articles.
● Also let us 
engage with 












● You don’t have to 
teach with it but 
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7. Tutorial example - Evaluating articles and sources
8. Wikipedia - Reliable sources
9. Wikipedia - GLAM
10. Using Wikipedia to increase the visibility of digital collections: an editathon
Credits
Special thanks to all the people who made and 
released these awesome resources for free:
● Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
● Photographs by Unsplash
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Presentation design
This presentation uses the following typographies:
● Titles: Montserrat Bold
● Body copy: Montserrat Light
Download for free at:
https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/montserrat
You don’t need to keep this slide in your presentation. It’s only here to serve you as a design 
guide if you need to create new slides or download the fonts to edit the presentation in 
PowerPoint®
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